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1. Overview 
1. Vonage announced it reached a definitive agreement to acquire CPaaS provider Nexmo 

for $230 million. 165 employees to become part of Vonage including the founders.  

2. Vonage is one of the fastest growing UCaaS providers – largely through acquisitions. 

The company also reported 76% YoY growth in revenue. EBITDA for the quarter was 

$42 million – its highest in five years.  

3. Nexmo marks the sixth recent acquisition by Vonage: iCore (2015), Simple Signal 

(2015), gUnify (2015), Telesphere (2014), and Vocalocity (2013  

4. Nexmo will increase Vonage’s addressable market. Enterprises seeking only specialized 

services such as two-factor authentication may discover needs for other Vonage 

services. Vonage’s channel reach and carrier-grade networks could strengthen Nexmo’s 

offers.  

5. Vonage began a rapid transformation from consumer oriented services to business 

oriented services about two and half years ago. The company expects its business 

revenues to exceed its consumer revenues in 2017.  

2. About Nexmo 
1. Founded in 2011 by Tony Jamous (CEO) and Eric Nadalin (CTO). Nexmo earned $61 

million in 2015 is on-track to earn in the high $80 million range in 2016. Nexmo is 

generally considered #2 CPaaS player behind Twilio.  

2. Nexmo started with a messaging API. Today, the Nexmo suite includes a two-way voice, 

phone verification API and a chat app. These services work globally with +600 carriers, 

eliminating the need for enterprises to negotiate terms with separate carriers.  

3. A high-profile example of Nexmo is a its global chat platform which is integrated to 

WeChat, Viber, Line, and Facebook Messenger.  

4. Nexmo is based in San Francisco, and has offices in London, Hong Kong, and Singapore.  

5. Nexmo offers prebuilt libraries for PHP, Ruby, Node.js, Python, Perl and C#, as well as 

SDKs for Java, Android, and iOS.  

3. UCaaS + CPaaS 
1. Many expected enterprises to extend their premises-based UC systems into business 

applications via SDKs and APIs. Gartner termed this Communications Enabled Business 

Processes or CEBP. However, UC systems are generally considered as an application, 

not a platform.  
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2. CPaaS providers offer cloud services to embed communications services into websites, 

apps, and business workflows. UCaaS and CPaaS are effectively two segments of cloud 

communications.  

3. The low hanging fruit in CEBP was messaging, or specifically SMS. The CPaaS industry 

emerged (Twilio in 2007 and Nexmo in 2010) and offered enterprises a simple REST API, 

for low cost global messaging without upfront capital. Unicorn Twilio is expected to IPO 

this year.  

4. This acquisition is another signal that the UCaaS industry and the CPaaS industry may 

merge. Other indicators include Cisco’s acquisition of Tropo, ShoreTel’s acquisition of 

Corvisa, and Genband’s launch of Kandy.  

5. Over the years many more CPaaS providers have emerged, each with their own twist. 

Nexmo is known for messaging. Cisco acquired Tropo to strengthen (or create) a 

platform play for Spark. Twilio primarily targets individual developers. Genband’s Kandy 

is targeted to larger enterprises and providers. Vidyo launched a video-oriented CPaaS 

earlier this year. Plivo offers open-source technologies. Avaya launched Zang in March.  

4. Opinion 
1. This acquisition is very strategic and a reasonable but aggressive bet. Vonage is working 

hard to differentiate its services, and CPaaS is an emerging high-growth area that has 

the potential to be highly complementary.  

2. Vonage acquired gUnify in 2015 which specializes in integrating BroadSoft platforms 

with third-party applications such as Google Apps, Salesforce.com, and Clio. gUnify is 

middleware and leverages APIs at each end. Nexmo provides its own APIs. The two 

technologies together gives Vonage industry leading integration capabilities.  

3. Vonage is not a typical UCaaS provider. Most providers either own and control their 

own technology (such as 8x8, RingCentral, Fuze) or buy a commercial platform (from 

vendors such as BroadSoft, Cisco, Genband). Vonage straddles both models  

4. Vonage is positioned to offer enterprises rich API services as well as hosted UC services 

(UCaaS). The two are mostly viewed as separate services, but could potentially be 

combined into a stronger offer. For example, Nexmo could provide multi-modal in-app 

communications within a mobile app in conjunction with an enterprise grade, hosted 

contact center.  

5. Market reaction to the acquisition was cold, and Vonage closed slightly down despite 

the concurrent announcement of a strong quarter. Most likely investors do not 

understand the synergies. The Nexmo valuation (about two times revenue) seems 

reasonable, Vonage has expertise in acquisitions, and the segments are complementary 

and overlapping.  


